F r e d e r ic k S o d d y was a complex personality and if we are to arrive at any degree of understanding of its aspects, I believe we have to give more than usual place to the background of his early life. It has been my conception of his life that there was really four chapters in itTo 1900-his formative years, From 1900 to 1911-Montreal and the disintegration theory, From 1912 to 1918-Glasgow and isotopes, Onwards from 1919-Oxford and his social outlook.
His F o r m a t iv e Y e a r s
Soddy's father was a relatively successful corn merchant who was 55 years old when Frederick was born, the seventh and last child. His father retained the inherited family tradition of deep religious feeling, consistently and regu larly shown by public worship. Soddy's grandfather had aspirations to be a missionary to the South Sea Islanders and had sailed for the Antipodes only to be captured by a French privateer in the year 1798. Calvinistic sermons, to which he was compelled to listen, made a deep impression on Soddy's memories of his boyhood. These sermons were always extreme in their views and practically always contained dire threats of what might follow any ten dency to leanings towards the Catholic Faith. Soddy disagreed with those views very deeply, but for understanding him it should be remembered that he was brought up in this family tradition stemming from his grandfather's time and in his own case, from his childhood. An 'evangel' of some sort was a usual and not a rare guest in the household. And so in the approach he was liable to make to things in general, I have regarded his basic method of going hard at an idea without regard to the finer feelings of others, as being to a considerable extent derived from the atmosphere of family Galvinistic out look to which he was accustomed in his early years. Truth as it was conceived was the essential thing. The method of its presentation, even at the expense of other people's feelings, was unimportant.
In his early education he was appreciative of the successful efforts of a lady teacher who eliminated a tendency to stammer, and then it was at East bourne College under the guidance of a science master, R. E. Hughes, only recently down from Jesus College, Oxford, with a First Class Honours Degree, that he showed interest in chemistry and displayed a science type of 203 mentality which had been wholly absent from the family in either of its previous or present members.
At the age of 17 he published his first chemical paper, as co-author with Hughes, following Bereton Baker on the behaviour of dry ammonia and dry carbon dioxide. The description is short and is published in the Chemical News of 1894 (1).* By this time he had made the acquaintance of H. C. H. (later Sir Harold) Carpenter, F.R.S. Because of his relative youth and a desire to obtain the Merton College Open Science Postmastership, it was decided that a year at Aberystwyth before going to Oxford would be helpful and by an unfortunate difficulty over Latin, this year was extended by an additional term. In the meantime he had won the 1895 Postmastership. By 1896 he was in Merton College, Oxford, renewing his acquaintance with Carpenter and was in contact with J. E. Marsh, later F.R.S., with whom Hughes had been collaborating.
From his Oxford days, first as an undergraduate and then during a post graduate year, there are three matters worthy of note. He was active in the Oxford University Junior Scientific Society and became its Chemical Secre tary. In that Society's Journal he published a thorough and, indeed for a piece of undergraduate work, a very remarkable paper on the life and work of Victor Meyer. The third matter to record is that he showed practical interest in organic chemistry during the year after graduating by working with Marsh on a suggested structure of camphor.
His normal academic undergraduate work came to an end in 1898 when he graduated First Class in the Honours School of Natural Science. Sir William Ramsay, with whom he was later to collaborate in an important investiga tion, was his external examiner-that was his first introduction to him.
His own record of the further year at Oxford after graduation is that he attempted various lines of research which did not yield any worthwhile results. At the age of 23 he considered himself equipped to apply for the Professorship of Chemistry then vacant in Toronto. With one of his charac teristic decisions he decided he would follow up his application by a personal visit. His Toronto visit was fruitless for its initial objective, but he then decided to visit Montreal, attracted, I believe, by the high reputation of the laboratory equipment available at McGill University. He accepted a junior demonstratorship in the Chemistry Department at £100 per annum, but he was made economically stable by the generosity of his father. This was in May 1900 and he did not meet Rutherford until September of that year.
M o n t r e a l a n d t h e d isin t e g r a t io n t h e o r y
So far as Soddy is concerned there are no publications in 1901, but the joint Rutherford and Soddy papers start in 1902 and are essentially con cerned with thorium, thorium X and thorium emanation. The collaboration between Rutherford and Soddy was a happy one. Rutherford was essentially an experimental physicist with a knowledge of chemistry that would not be regarded as fundamental. Soddy was a chemist and always had a good grasp of atomic conceptions. Although the two men were both outstandingly strong personalities and thus might easily have found it difficult to get on with one another, the fact that their approach to their own experimental work was from different directions made for ready and complementary discussion. Certainly their period of collaboration left Soddy with an appreciation of Rutherford as a great experimental physicist. The partnership in Montreal was a happy one, both from the point of view of the participants and of science.
Re-reading the Rutherford and Soddy papers today (2), (3), (4), (5), and remembering all the time that these papers-essentially four of themare the foundations of one of the biggest revolutions in scientific thought, I cannot help but be impressed with their matter of fact and unsensational tone. The setting out of what we know as the disintegration theory is not done with much if any headlining. Their ideas are based on two basic factsthe experimental curves for growth and decay as measured in an electroscope and the repeated assertion that the phenomena were atomic or sub-atomic and not molecular. It is difficult at this distance of time to visualize the immediate effect of these papers on the scientific world of that day. Up to then the ideas of possible explanation of radioactivity rested on a form of continuity of emission of energy analogous in some way to the wave theory of light. Continuity seemed to be the basic ideas of the Curies. The older generation of British scientists had ideas about the capacity of the radioactive elements to absorb energy from their surroundings and then to re-emit it. Harold Hartley, who by that time was very interested in the impact of the new scientific idea, describes the effect of the Rutherford and Soddy papers as that of a wave which swept over the scientific world and carried away most if not all of the previous vague alternatives. Certainly by the end of 1903 all the great names such as Lodge, Thomson, Crookes, with the signal exception of Kelvin, had acknowledged the strength of the disintegration theory. In most respects this is all very satisfactory, but I think it is unfortu nate that nowhere that I am aware of does either Rutherford or Soddy give an account of the mental process by which they arrived at their conception which has so fully stood the test of time. In such conversations as I had with Soddy on the subject I could not get any closer in a definite way beyond a very specific statement that the conception was in very truth a joint effort. Kelvin remained for a year longer an unbeliever-until in fact the Cambridge Meeting of the British Association in 1904, when he acknowledged that the phenomena were atomic. But in the last year of his life (Kelvin 1907 ) he was writing a paper in an attempt to explain the radioactivity of radium.
Here it may be appropriate to record an incident that has come to my knowledge from the Kelvin side-from Mrs H. N. Beilby who is a grand niece of Lord Kelvin and who was frequently in the Kelvin household in the early years of the century. After Soddy's arrival in Glasgow, Lord and Lady Kelvin seriously discussed whether it would be desirable and wise for them to invite this young scientific revolutionary for a weekend at Largs, and they then decided to do so. The effect was most fortunate. The discussions which took place then did not, so far as I am aware, change in any way the views held by either side, but they did have a most happy result in that both Lord Kelvin and Soddy found their respect for each other on a much higher level than hitherto.
Soddy left Montreal with the objective of working with Sir William Ramsay in London and this piece of collaboration was entirely successful, namely the proof that helium was a product of radium emanation dis integration. This piece of work (8), published in 1903 in the Proceedings of the Royal S o c i e t y , did much to remove any lingering doubts that any one had on the basic correctness of the Rutherford and Soddy disintegration conception.
There is one period to which reference should be made because I feel it is characteristic of Soddy's vitality. While he was in London in the spring of 1904 he accepted the position of Lecturer in Physical Chemistry in Glasgow University, but before he took up the appointment he set out on a lecture tour in Western Australia. The arrangement was for a course of Extension Lectures under the auspices of London University, and dealt with electrical matters before settling down to the new and, to the then, very exciting subject of radioactivity. This tour took Soddy into mining townships in Western Australia, such as Kalgoorlie and Coolgardie as well as Perth and Fremantle. As he left Western Australia en route for Glasgow via New Zea land and the United States, he called in at Adelaide and made the acquain tance of W. H. Bragg. I have Sir Lawrence Bragg's authority for saying that the impression he created in Adelaide was most favourable.
Although the work was carried out in Glasgow it is perhaps appropriate in this place to refer to his other great contribution to the establishment of the disintegration theory, namely the proof of the growth of radium from uranium. Available for this purpose was 50 kilos of uranyl nitrate given to him by Sir George Beilby. There is a long series of papers (11) on this subject in which he was assisted by T. D. MacKenzie and Miss A. F. R. Hitchins; the first paper of the series is dated June 1905 and the last November 1931. He found that the rate of growth of radium was slow at first but developed later at increased speed. He correctly deduced the presence before radium of a relatively stable radio element. Both the helium work in London and the radium work in Glasgow are important contributions to the development of the disintegration theory.
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The research work which was initiated after arrival in Glasgow in the main came from the extension of ideas inherent in the disintegration theory and some has been mentioned under that heading. With his growing reputa tion as a scientist it is natural that a number of research students should gather round him. Additional to the names already mentioned, there were A. J. Berry, who worked on rarefied gases; A. S. Russell whose early work was on y-rays and who later was a contributor to the isotope development; Miss Ruth Pirret on uranium radium ratios; A. J. Cranston on the parent of actinium; H. Hyman on the atomic weight of lead from thorium minerals.
There is a further type of scientific work which he regarded as most valuable and that is the need of exposition of those newer ideas to the general ity of well educated people. He inaugurated a series of free lectures on 'The interpretation of radium' which drew large audiences and were much appreciated. To the questioning critic it was sometimes a matter of wonder as to how much of the science conceptions the generality of his audience took away with them, but there is no doubt that the large number of lecture table experiments which he carried out made a lasting impression. He was a prolific lecturer and very popular.
Even at the time of the early Glasgow period he was liable to introduce into his lectures some of the extraneous ideas to which he was prone. For instance, in 1906, as President of the Rontgen Society, when giving a lecture on the straightforward subject of 'The present position of radio activity' (75), he could not restrain his zeal for doing some missionary work for his financial ideas. The quotation 'The point we have reached is that the ideal money metal must be technically worthless'; and again 'Now let us, still in the position of visitors from outer space, survey the present economic position of man with relation to money. I have alluded to the position occu pied by gold in the human life . . .' will serve to show the type and line of thought which were prominent in his mind even at this early date and which were among the main interests of his later years.
In the years at Glasgow the chemistry of the radio elements received a good deal of attention and from these studies by him and by others, two important inter-related but distinct conceptions evolved. The first was the identity of chemical properties possessed by some radio elements with others, i.e. the conception which came to be described as 'isotopes', and the second was the movement through the periodic table as a radio-active element emitted an a or a j3 ray. These movements were finally summed up in the statement o f 'The displacement law'.
The germs of both conceptions were in being for some time before they were stated in anything like a final form with appropriate supporting evidence.
After the discovery of radio thorium in 1905 by Ramsay and Hahn a good deal of work was done on its chemistry and it was in connexion with this element that McCoy and Ross (1907) stated 'Our experiments strongly indicate that radio thorium is entirely inseparable from thorium by chemical processes.' Examples of pairs of radio elements with extremely similar chemical properties accumulated. Ionium was shown to be non-separable from radium ; mesothorium from thorium X and radium D from lead. So far as Soddy is concerned, an important stage in the concept was reached when he realized the close relation between mesothorium and radium. That was in 1910 and two quotations may be made from his writing of that year-'When it is considered what a powerful means radioactive methods of measurement afford . . . and the completeness and persistence of some of the attempts at separation . . . the conclusion is scarcely to be resisted that we have in these examples no mere chemical analogies but chemical identities.' Again-'The recognition that elements of different atomic weight may possess identical chemical properties seems destined to have its most impor tant application in the region of the inactive elements. . . . Chemical homo geneity is no longer a guarantee that any supposed element is not a mixture of several of different atomic weight or that any atomic weight is not merely a mean number. ' Such quotations can show that the idea of elements of different atomic weights having same chemical properties was one which took a long while to germinate and to be examined exhaustively. His paper delivered in 1922-'The origins of the conception of isotopes' (56) is a complete statement of all the thoughts and work that led up to the formulation of the Displacement Law. Otto Hahn (1957) in a recent publication, has paid an impressive tribute to Soddy in this connexion-'I had never succeeded in isolating mesothorium or thorium X from radium. . . . Those negative attempts led me to think that there was still greater chemical similarity between these groups of elements than was known to exist between the various so-called rare earths. I should never have had the courage to declare that these were chemically identical elements. But Frederick Soddy possessed that courage. He created the expression "isotopes" .... Thus suddenly all the difficulties disappeared. It is not the atomic weight of an element, but its nuclear charge which determines its place in the "periodic table" . ' It was towards the end of 1911 that Soddy asked me to examine syste matically as many as possible of the radio elements whose chemical charac teristics had not then been determined. The series of results were published in 1912 and 1913 and included uranium X and thorium, radio actinium and thorium and, what was probably most important of all, they established the identity of thorium j8 and lead. Corresponding results showed that other radio elements were identical in chemical properties with bismuth and thallium.
It was a thorough examination of these results which called forth and justi fied the identity declaration referred to above by Hahn. Up to 1913 we used the phrase 'radio elements chemically non-separable' and at that time the word isotope was suggested in a drawing-room dis cussion with Dr Margaret Todd in the home of Soddy's father-in-law, Sir George Beilby. Dr Todd was an Edinburgh trained medical doctor and was a writer of some distinction under the name of Graham Travers. The readiness and etymological accuracy with which she produced 'isotopes' is a standing testimony to her practical knowledge of the Greek tongue.
In 1922 Soddy published a very full paper in Stockholm on the occasion 208 Biographical Memoirs of his receiving the Nobel Prize and in it he describes his part, both in the evolution of the conception of isotopes, and also how he and others contri buted to the fitting of the radio-elements into the periodic law. In this paper full justice is done to the work and ideas of Stromholm and Svedberg, of Russell, of Hevesy and of Fajans. In 1911 Soddy had written 'The loss of a helium atom or a particle appears to cause the change of the radio element not into the next family but into the next but one . . .' This was known as 'The a-ray generalization'. I believe A. S. Russell first made the suggestion that when a /3 ray is emitted the atom changes in chemical nature so as to pass into the family in the periodic table next higher in number.
With the characterization of the chemical properties, particularly of those radio elements subsequent to the emanation the full chemical behaviour of the three series of radio elements was made clear. Soddy was most clear that on the theoretical side the names of Fajans, Hevesy and Russell are associated in the advance which resulted in the formulation of the displacement law. It can now be stated in the following terms-Each a ray expelled causes a shift of two places in the direction of diminishing mass and diminishing valence, and each /3 ray expelled causes a shift of one place in the opposite direction.
At the same time when it was originally formulated it was not possible to connect in the actinium series with the uranium series. That was made possible by the independent work of Soddy and Cranston (35) Roy. Soc. 1918) and Hahn and Meitner ( P h y s. 1918) which sh was produced by an a ray change from 'ekatantalium'-an element occupy ing the place between uranium and thorium and, therefore, isotopic with uranium-X2.
An important piece of research work was carried out arising from the general conception of isotopes in collaboration with H. Hyman (32). The displacement law led to the conclusion that isotopes of lead were the end products of both the uranium and thorium disintegration series, and if lead should be the end of the thorium series it should have an atomic weight of 208 where the disintegration of uranium would give lead of 206:-the accepted value of common lead being 207*2. In Soddy's work he commenced with 30 kilos of Ceylon thorite and the atomic weight was determined to be 207 • 7.
The isotope work vastly enhanced his reputation in the scientific world and the word 'isotopes' has come to be closely associated with his name through out the whole scientific world. It was not his first attempt to bring in a new word into scientific use. Rutherford and he had suggested that the word 'metabolon' should be used for an element possessing the properties of radioactive disintegration, but the word never found favour in the minds of scientists-it seemed just as easy to say 'radioactive elements' and even its parents ceased to use it after a few papers of the 1903 vintage.
Carrying on the process of imaginative insight into what the disintegration theory had achieved, Soddy's thoughts went on to examine some of the things that radioactivity in the fullness of time might achieve. It is, therefore, worth while recording a paper on 'The internal energy of elements' (47), read in March 1906 to the Glasgow Local Section of the Institution of Electrical Engineers: 'We cannot regard the existence of this large internal energy as a peculiar property of the element radium. . . .Y et uranium since it produces radium with evolution of energy must possess all the internal energy of radium and more . . .' 'But there is no saying now that we are assured we are on the right track, how or when a discovery may not be made which will unlock this great store of energy bound up in the structure of the elem ent. . . ' 'We are starting the twentieth century with the prize in full view . . / He was a long way ahead of experimental achievement, but no one can deny that there was vision in his appreciation of the then situation and its potentialities.
Soddy's translation to the Professorship of Chemistry in Aberdeen and the outbreak of the First World War in 1914 were interruptions to his outlookin fact so serious* that apart from the collaboration with Cranston on the parent of actinium, no new experimental work on radioactivity came from him that should be recorded in this memoir.
During the 1914-1918 war he was active in various forms of chemical work which was immediately necessary for national purposes. Organic preparations were carried out in the University laboratory and semi-technical work on the extraction of ethylene from coal gas was carried out in the Aberdeen Gas Works. By the courtesy of Mrs Muriel Howorth, to whom all his papers have been left by his will, I have seen the reports of his work for the Marine SubCommittee of the Board of Inventions and Research under whose auspices he did work on steam raising by addition of water to strong or anhydrous caustic soda. It is worth while stressing, therefore, that he was active in technical work arising from the war situation, but none of it needs to be recorded here in detail.
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O x f o r d a n d his social o u t l o o k
I had almost written 'Oxford and fermenting causes' since from 1918 onwards his mind was more and more occupied with ideas analysis and suggestions as to what was wrong with the world at large, or 'why so far the progress of science has proved as much a curse as a blessing to humanity'. His own words are-'My main conclusion . . . was that it was entirely due to the fictitious money system which arose contemporaneously with the birth of the scientific civilization and that now was being purposefully and consciously used to frustrate it and to preserve the earlier civilizations founded on slavery. ' At the end of the war he was appointed Lees Professor at Oxford in which appointment he remained for some 17 years. Although he did an amount of work in the laboratory he did not publish any papers based on experi mental chemistry. On that aspect of science he had shot his bolt. He spent a great deal of time on teaching aspects of his appointment, such as plans for the reconstruction of the laboratory. At this time, too, much thought was also put into machines to assist in the interpretation of physical phenomena. For instance, Mr Brewer of Oxford informs me of a machine devised to give rulings automatically increasing to correspond with the continuously varying spectrographic dispersion.
It must be recorded that neither at Oxford any more than at Glasgow and Aberdeen was he a successful teacher, although at Aberdeen he is remembered as an inspiring figure to those senior students with whom he could come into personal contact. His mental processes were different from those of the ordinary run of students so that the latter could not easily follow the words with which he clothed his thoughts. I have already mentioned the tendency he had to go out on various tracks with fervent missionary zeal. The weaknesses he saw in gold as a monetary method was mentioned in 1906. During the women's suffrage agitations of the 1910-1914 period he was more and more on the side of the militants and when he went to Aberdeen he voiced views that seemed to many to lead him into the ranks of socialism. He was, however, an individualist and it was not long before his abhorrence of anything savour ing of collectivism was made manifest. The basis of his thought for the whole of his life after coming to Oxford was an endeavour to resolve the weak nesses of our modern civilized life, particularly having in mind the effectiveness of our modern thought and experiment applied to material affairs. The con clusion already mentioned gave him the impulse to a great amount of study and writing. To most of us these writings have little attraction and the best that can be said of them is that they represented an attempt to base a mone tary system on an assessment of energy quantities. To an extent, therefore, there was something in common with the Canadian Social Credit ideas. However 'Cartesian economics' (60), 'The wrecking of a scientific age' (76) and other publications of a like nature did not attract many to agree with him. He continued to write and think on these lines until the 1950's but the impact of these writings tended to diminish.
While in Oxford he very frequently found himself in acrimonious discus sions with fellow members of the teaching body and so for the period 1919 to 1936, there is nothing that can be recorded of a progressive nature so far as his professional life is concerned, although in his private life I know of many happy times on social parties and on the river.
In the intervals between such writings he spent some endeavours on mathe matical problems and ideas and a number of papers were published in , e.g. 'The bowl of integers' and 'the Hextet' (40) and (41) . That type of work was far away from the grand manner of the disintegration theory and, so far as I am aware, carried little or no conviction among scientists professionally concerned with these matters.
It is, therefore, pleasant to turn away from controversial matter and to conclude this memoir by reference to some of his happier personal characteris tics. He could be greatly impressed by the people in his immediate neigh bourhood. Thus for so long as she lived his wife, Winifred Moller Beilby, whom he married in 1908, was a great influence with him and he enjoyed thoroughly her companionship and her company. While he was away climb ing in the Alps with her he used to write delightful letters to other members of the family, giving vivid descriptions of their activities and the scenery. When she became ill his thought and care for her were unremitting and he continued to scheme domestic arrangements which might make things easier for her. Her sudden death in 1936 from a thrombosis was a great shock to him.
He was a great traveller. His first step into radioactivity arose from a quick decision, unusual in the context, to cross the Atlantic to enquire for himself into personal matters. He was in Glasgow again in 1901 for the British Asso ciation Meeting and when he had to go to Australia he arranged matters so that en route he saw something of Ceylon, the New Zealand mountains, Honolulu, the Grand Canyon and the St Louis 1904 Exposition. And so after his wife's death he decided to further the interest he had had in thorium minerals, such as monazite sands, by an extended journey to India, Malaya and Ceylon. This journey extended from November 1937 to April 1938 and was productive of letters to the Beilby family which were full of interest and personality. One letter, too long to quote, tells of a journey from Bhamo by river to Mogok and its ruby mines with a diversion to a place where an ex-Cambridge law student was carrying out the burial rites of his father, preparatory to being installed as the Ruling Sawbwa or chieftain. This place, Mongmeit, is in the North Shan States and his description of the ceremonies attended by a thousand or so of the local populace show Soddy, not as a Calvinistic missionary, but rather as a receptive young man interested in all humanity.
Mention must also be made of his generosity, particularly to young people. Russell (1956) in his memoir records that one of his last acts was to visit ♦ Oxford and give handsome cheques to laboratory stewards and assistants who had served him twenty and more years ago. I, too, can vouch for his desire to go out of his way to give facilities for advancement in a material and an educational sense. In the latter years of his life he was very interested in the activities of the 'Le Play' Society. He journeyed with them on numerous excursions to study, as I understand it, regional social problems. By his will a Soddy Trust has been established to assist the carrying out of research in the same type of interests.
This leads to a tribute to his capacity for leadership exercised, unfor tunately, on far too few occasions. He just could not make any personal contact or impact on any large body of students. To those few with whom he could work in close understanding, he was a live and inspiring leader. He was willing to devote unrestricted time to ensure that the subject under consideration was adequately discussed and thoroughly understood. When the course of action was settled then he showed those great qualities of leader ship by continuing to be an inspiration, but never by asking about mere details and so giving the impression of wanting to interfere.
Soddy described himself as a professional chemist given to writing on chemistry matters within his knowledge. Remembering his writings and thoughts on economic affairs, it is not surprising that he strayed over the boundaries of both fields and was liable to pen various philosophical aspects of his outlook on life in general. A volume of his addresses in Science and , published in 1920, shows his regard for the more spiritual aspects of the things of life. Particularly there stands out his great belief in the grand concept of a university and all it stands for. He had many hard things to say about educa tion and some even harder about educationalists, but he never lost sight of the importance of the universities and of the need for sustaining and developing the university spirit. He chose as the subject of his closing address to the Scientific Association of Aberdeen University the title 'The ideals of a science school' (74) and his final words on that occasion have to me at least a ring of greatness about them:
'Were all the powers of darkness in dominion over her yet is the University a holy place where year by year congregate pilgrims in the greatness and generosity of youth "to learn what none may teach, to seek what none may reach" to perpetuate the vision of youth after youth itself has sped. When this ceases to be true then, and then only, will the ancient Universities have grown old.' 
